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Writers and prcfessicnals have begun to_ turn their attention
in recent years to the problem of preventing child sexual abuse.
Books, curricula ter schccl children, and even traveling dramagroups have all appeared with a common qcal cf trying to alert
children, parents ar.d prcfessicnals tc the problem before itoccurs.

Several features of the problem cf sexual abuse make itparticularly important to approach through a strategy et primary
prevention.

1) Child sexual abuse appears to be a problem of widespreadscope. Several studies of adults reporting on their ownchildhood now suggest that a large fracticn of allchildren -- estimates range from 15 to 34% of all girls and 3 to9% of all boys -- will suffer -victimization (Finkelhcr, 1979,1982a, 1983b; Russell, 1982). These numbers make it clear thatsexual abuse is a major public mental health problem that needsto be combatted through an approach that will reach a wide
segment of the pcpulation.

2) Evidence suggesti that most incidents of child sexualabuse are not reperted tc any adult when they occur (Finkelhor,
1979; 1982a) , so most victimized children are unlikely to behelped after their victiui2aticn. This underlines the importance
of reaching children befcre victimization occurs.

3) Even when they are identified, there is nc assurance that
most victims are helped in the aftermath. Not many child care or
mental health wcrkers have the training and expertise tc treatchild sexual abuse. treatment programs do not exist in many
communities.

4) Work with children who have been abused suggests thatabuse could be prevented in many instances if childrer had had
prior instructicn. Lack cf kncwledge or uncertainty about norms
of behavior often plays a role in a child's victimization. For
example:

- - children often say they were confused and misled by theoffender's insisterce that the sexual activity was proper, and
normal.

childrer cften say they did not know they.had a right torefuse.

childrer cften say they did not believe they would bedefended by other adults (including parents) if they refused or
complained.

-- children often say they were thrcwn cff their guard whenthe adult behaved in a way that they had never been led to
expect.
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Accounts of these sorts suggests that children properlyeducated about the problem of sexual abuse might be substantially
less vulnerable tc victirrization.

But are children being properly educated? Those concernedwith prevention cf child sexual abuse have been worried about thekind of education that most children receive (Sanford, 1980).They have pointed out that children rarely get sufficientinformation to arm them to resist sexual victimizatior, and thatwhat information they receive is tsually misleading and poorlytimed.

RCIE CF PARENTS

The concern about the education of children has focussedparticularly cn the role that parents play. Professionals sensethe enormous opportunity and advantage that parents have toaffect the probleu, compared to the limited opportunititesenjoyed by the professionals themselves. Parents are clearly ina pivotal positici to aake a large contribution to efforts atprevention for a number of reasons.

For one thing, sexual abuse can occur to a child very earlyin life. Parents may be the only adults who are it a position tohelp a child of such a ycurg age tc avoid abuse.

Secondly, there is an ideology that has a strong hold cnAmerican families that irfcrmation cn sexual subjects should onlybe imparted to children by their parents. Professionals, cowedby earlier enccurter with this ideology, often feel a great dealof reticence about discussing such subjects with children. Thusif parents dc rot genticn certain matters to children, there isno assurance that other adults will.

Thirdly, muck abuse is committed by family members, andparents may be the only authorities who can engage in prevention
activities that are effective against this kind cf family abuse.How credible, for example, is a teacher who warns a child aboutthe behavior of certain close relatives? A child is ouch mcreapt to believe such cautions when imparted by a parent.

Fourth, parents have a great advantage in being able tointegrate discussicrs of sexual abuse with what the child alreadyknows. Parents are aware of children's level of knowledge withregard to sex aid adults. Children will be better able tounderstand information that is presented in the context ofknowledge they already have.

Finally, part of any prevention of child sexual abuse is toenable a child tc feel that he or she can appeal for help from aparent. When \parents tell children about child sexual abuse, itopens this lire cf comuurication: The mere fact that children
feel confident that they can go to their parent for help crinformation about the problem may make them less vulnerable toabuse.
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All the ahcve are impcztant reascns formation aboutchild sexual abuse is more meaningful and etft a whet it ccmes
from a parent. Yet the assumption is videsp: that parentsneglect this responsibility and opportunity. present study
was an attempt tc assess what kinds cf preven t informationthat gets exchanged in most households, and what seem to be the
ohstacles to a acre effective exchange.

STUEY EESIGN

The study ccrsisted cf a survey of adults in the Bostonmetropolitan area who had children age 6 tc 14, dying with themat the time. The Survey Research Center of the University of
Massachusetts, which conducted the survey, drew an areaprobability saap]e cf 4,344 househclds, all of which werescreened for the presence of a child tetween the ages cf 6 and
14. Of the 70C households that fit the study requirements,
interviewers were able to conduct interviews with 521 parents: a
response rate cf 74%.

Trained interviewers conducted the interviews, which lastedapproximately an hour. The interview included questions abcut
what respcndents (crew abcut the prcblea cf sexual abuse, whetherand how they had instructed their children cn the problem,
whether their child had ever tc their knowledge been the victim
of sexual abuse and, if so, how they had dealt with it. A final
self-administered secticn of the interview asked about
respondents' own childhood sexual ahuse experiences.

The survey was designed tc include both fathers and mothers..However, because 20% of the families were single parent
households headed ty women, the sex ratio of the study was
somewhat skewed and included jest 187 men compared to 334 women.

On other characteristics, the sample was quite typical ofthe Bostcn pcpulaticn as a whole. Eighty-nine percent of the
parents were white, 6% black and 3% hispanic. (Bcstcn has a
small minority ccpulaticx for a large city.) The majority (56%)
of the respondents were Catholic, 26% were Protestant, 9% wereJewish, and 7% %ere cther cr no religion. In terms of total
family income, 1E5 of the sample fell below $10,000, while 25%made $35,000 or more.

Because of the requirement that the adult be a parent andhave a child at least 6 years old, the sample was scire%hat cider
than the adult ulaticn cf Bcston in general. The median agewas 38, with only 8 percent of the sample under the ace 30. At
the same time, since a parent still had to be living with his orher child to be included in the study, not many cider adults were
included. Only 7% cf the sample was 50 or over.

Seventy-two percent of the respondents were euplcyed, onlythree percent ccrsidered themselves unemployed and the rest were
primarily homemakers. In terms of Education, only 12% of therespondents had rct completed high schccl, 33% had a high school
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diploma but no more, 33% had song collece or a college degree and
15% had been tc graduate school.

TALKING AEOUT SEX ABUSE

Our most iupertant objective was tc find out whether parentshad ever talked with their children about child sexual abuse. We
approached the subject by first asking parents about whether they
had talked with their children about a whole range of emotionally
laden subjects, ranging from suicide to abortion. The question
read, "Can ycu remember a situation where you talked to your
child about I" The list of topics, accompanied by the per
cent of parents wtc had discussed them is shown in Table 1.

Some emotional topics -- death, kidnapping, pregnancy andbirth and ever, drugs -- seemed to be relatively easy to discuss
and had been brought up by the vast majority of parents. Sexual
abuse, however, was not one of the easy topics. It was the next
to least often discussed subject on the list, being a little
easier to talk about than birth control, and a little more
difficult than abortion. Cnly 29% of the parents said they had
talked with their children about sexual abuse.

Although few parents had talked to their children explicitly
about sexual abuse, this was not the full story. We had found in
our pretesting that uany parents insisted on qualifying their
answer to our question. "No," they would say, "I haven't talked
about sexual abuse, at least nct in so man i words." Or they might
say, "Well, I scit cf talked about it."

Besides the 2S who had discussed sexual abase directly, anadditional 31% cf the parents we interviewed said they had had
some ccnversaticr with their child where they believed they were
talking about sexual abuse, but perhaps not in a direct way (see
Table 2) ,

We asked people for more specifics abctt these
conversations, and they gave us examples of what they meant. "I
told him not to get into stranger's cars", said one parent. "I
cautioned him about talking to strange people and getting into
cars or taking candy." "Some people are mentally ill aid dc bad
things to childrer," said arcther.

A very common pattern was for parents tc talk about
kidnapping and thirk they were warning a child about sexual abuse
at the same time. They would cauticn children about getting ittc
cars cr going with strangers into the woods. The image of sexual
abuse would be part of what was on their mind, but they would not
mention it specifically. The emphasis they gave the child was
not to accept favors or rides from strangers.

A number cf other parents hastened to tell us that although
they themselves had not talked with the children about sexual
abuse, scme other person had. In most cases this other person
was the respondent's spouse.
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It is hard tc know exactly how accurate that figure (11%)is. Some spouses may not have really known whether their partner
had really talked abort it. Other spouses may have assumed that
the partner had, when in fact the partner's discussicr was very
vague cr indirect.

Cur impression was that it was socially desirable for aparent to say teat they or someone else had indeed told the
child. Our figures suggest that only a minority of children got
told and that ever these estimates were inflated by people's good
intentions.

MCTHERS VS. FATHERS

As might be expected, mothers did a much better job oftalking with their childrer about sexual abuse than did fathers.
Thirty-six per cent of the mothers said they had discussed thesubject compared tc only 15% of the fathers (F=26.44, p<.001) .
This is very consistent with everything we krcw about
child-rearing are sexual socialization. Warning children about
the dangers in the world and giving them informaticn about sexboth seem to to more the province of mothers than fathers
(Roberts, et-al., 1979). This is net necessarily becarEe mothersare more concerted abcut the potential danger than are fathers.
Both men and woven expressed equal levels of concern and 4awareness about the problem of abuse. Rather, according to the
division cf resporsibilities in American families, it seems tofall to mothers to translate these concerns to their children.

Ccmpared to the difference between mothers and fathers, thedifference between sons and daughters was negligible. In spite
of the fact that sexual victimization is generally seen as a
problem that affects girls more than boys, both sons and
daughters were talked to (or perhaps we should say, igrored) in
roughly equal proportions. If there was a difference it
primarily concerned what the fathers did. Fathers had a slightly
more difficult tine mentioning anything about sexual abuse to
their daughters than their sons. Only 11% spoke to their
daughter compared tc 19% whc spoke to sons, a difference that was
not significant at the .C5 level. For mothers there was no
difference.

Age of the child was a factor, but not a very strong factor,
in whether a parent had talked with their children about sexual
abuse. Naturally older children were somewhat more likely tohave been enlightened than younger ones.
Prior to age 9, the number cf parents who had said something to
their children hovers between 14 and 20%,, From 10 cn, the number
of parents who have talked with their children shoots up to
between 32 and 40%.

Age 9 seems to be something
of a watershed. And in tact, when WE asked parents, in another
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question, what age they thought was the most appropriate fortalking about sexual abuse, the mean answer they gave was 9.1.The age of a chi3d does bear some relationship to whether parentshave talked with him or her about sexual abuse, but it is oilyone factor. Some parents talk to their very young children aboutit. And many parents do not do so even with their very maturechildren.

Here again, mothers differed from fathers in what they sawas the appropriate age fcr telling children. Mothers tended toadvise talking to children more than a year earlier than fathers,choosing a mean age cf 8.6, ccmpared to the father's 9.8(F=22.34, p<.001) . There were no significant differences inestimates for bcy as opposed tc girl, children.

We were interested in whether the parents remembered anyspecific event cr concern that precipitated their decision totalk tc their chi]d about sexual abuse. We knew from otherquestions in the survey for example, that many parents had seenstories about sexual abuse cn 7V or in the newspaper during theprevious year. We also knew that many of them had heard aboutsome other person it their social network who had been the victimof sexual abuse. We wanted to know if these kinds cf concernswere influentia] it prompting a parent to discuss sexual abusewith their child.

Table 3 shows parents answers tc four questions about whythey discussed sexual abuse with their children. Most just saidthat they decided the time had come to have such adiscussion -- an ambiguous answer that gives us little additionalunderstanding. Stories in the media cr something that happenedto another child did appear to be catalysts in some families.However, the simple fact that the child was spending more time byhim or herself was not an important consideration.

Table 3 suggests that cn the whole, parents were notextremely reflective about what prompt4d their discussions, butit wculd appear that things: they hear about sexual abuse throughthe media, from neighbors and relatives and the school, mayprovide the stinu]us to dc something they wouldn't otherwise beinclined to do: bring up the difficult subject of sexual abuse.

WHAT PARENTS SAID

It was not possible, unfortunately, to take muchencouragement from the fact that at least 29% of the parents hadtalked to their children about sexual abuse. When we askedparents what they actually had said to their children, theiranswers made us very skeptical of hcw well children had in factbeen instructed, and whether the information they got wculd be ofany real use.

Those parents who had talked about sexual abuse had not beenshy about the subject. Most said they had had severaldiscussions with the child about it. The median zumber of
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discussions was actually 5.3 and a quarter of the parents said
they had had ten discussions or more. If discussions had reallybeen that frequent, there should have been much opportunity for
the child to pose questions and become familiar with the subject.

Unfortunately, in spite of the quantity of the discussions,the quality of discussions seems to have left much tc be desired.
Many of these discussions appeared to be little more than anextension of the discussions cf kidnapping. The reticence about
the actual nature of sexual abuse crept into the conversations cfeven those who said they had talked about the subject directly.
The result was that many children did not her an entirely
accurate or useful account cf the subject.

For example, we gave parents a list of possible matters theymight have menticred tc their child when they had theirdiscussion about sexual abuse (Table 4) . The matter thatreceived the most attention according tc parents was the warning
not to be lured into someone's car. In truth, only a small
amount of child sexual abuse occurs in offenders' cars. This was
obviously a subject more appropriate to a discussion cf
kidnapping than a discussion of sexual abuse.

By contrast, the sexual parts of the discussion cf sexualabuse, in other words, the information that identified the real
nature of the problem, was the information that was most oftenleft out. Only tuc-thiris cf the parents in their discussion of
sexual abuse mentioned the possibility of somecre trying tc
remove the child's clothes. Only three-quarters mentioned a
situation where an adult might try to exhibit their sex organs
inappropriately tc the child. This suggests- that important
pieces cf information were in many cases missing from the
parent-child discussions.

The most serious omission in the discussions of sexual abuse
concerned the nature of the *persons who might try to molest the
child. It is abudantly evident that most parents only talked totheir children about the 'possibility of abuse by strangers. The
possibility of abuse by friends and particularly the 'possibilityof abuse by family members, went largely unmentioned.

We asked people in two ways about what kinds cf offendersthey had warned their children about. First we just asked
parents, "What people or kind of people did you tell him/her tcwatch out for?" and then wrote down their spontaneous answers.
Then we read them a list of possible people they could have
mentioned as offenders and asked them if they had specifically
mentioned any of these. Column 1 of Table 5 shows their
spontaneous answers, and column 2 shows their choices after we
gave them the list.

People overwteluingly remembered their discussions cf sexualabuse as revclvitq around strangers. One in five said they
warned about possible acquaintances. Very few mentioned anything
about family members. Vher. we "reminded" them about the subject
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of offenders who the child might already know, a little over half"remembered" that they had said something about such people.
However, even with prompting, only 22% of the respondents saidthat they had warned their children about the possibility ofsexual abuse at the hands of a family member.

Even these runbers nay be misleading. The large differencebetween the figures for "spontaneous mcation" and "cite onprompt" in Table E suggests that even if parents did mentionacquaintances or family members, we doubt they were stronglyemphasized. The parents obviously had not remembered themspontaneously as an important part of the conversation. Whatthey had primarily remembered was that they had warned the childabout strangers. That was probably what got emphasized tc thechild.

We also asked parents what they had told their child tc doin case someone tried tc molest then. The answers showed thatparents had emphasized two things: 1) get away from theoffender, and 2) tell someone about the experience. In general,these are good things for a child to do. But the firstsuggestion, at least, is primarily tseful in dealing withmolestation by strangers. Ue suspect parents did not give enoughattention to such things as saying no in an assertive way,something that is nuch more relevant in the case of a friend orrelative who is attempting to abuse.

WHICH PARENTS TAIF

We anticipated that some kinds of parents would be more aptto talk to their childrer abcut child sexual abuse than others.Perhaps having more education, or beinc a professicnal, cr beinga member of a ycurger generation might make a parent better ableto discuss the problem. So we analyzed the likelihood cf aparent talking tc his cr her child by all the background anddemographic variables collected in tke survey.

Surprisingly, few cf the background variables made anydifference. parents' education, income, age, occupation, race,place cf residence, religion or degree of religiousity wereinconsequential in predicting their likelihood cf talking totheir child about sexual abuse. We were particularly surprisedthat middle-class parents did no better jot than lcwer-class
parents, and that professionals did no better than blue-collarworkers. All this attests to the real difficulty cf talking tochildren about the prcblea. It was a difficulty that cut across
educational backgrounds and class lines.

However, cne group cf patents did do a significantly betterjob of talking to their children about sexual abuse. These werethe parents whc had themselves been victimixed. Forty-six percent of the parents who were abused themselves had talked totheir childrer ccnpared to only 269 of the other parents[F=10.20, p<.05). This can be seen as loth an enccuracirg and adiscouraging firdirg. It is encouraging that former victims try
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to stop the cycle of abuse by alerting their cwn children to the
problem. It is disccuragirq because it suggests that in our
current culture only a major traumatic personal history can jolt
parents into overccning their reticence. And even then, lessthan half the parents who themselves had been directly affected
by abuse broke with the dcninant pattern of avoidance.

WfAT KEEES PARENTS TROH TALKING

The evidence that parents avoid talking to their childrenabout sexual abuse is quite dramatic as is the evidence that thisavoidance cuts across mcst social groupings. The importantquestion for people interested in the field of sexual abuse
prevention then becomes whN. Ee know from other parts of oursurvey that people think that sexual abuse is a serious problem.
They rated it much acre serious than other potentially traumatic
events of childhood such as having a friend die or havirq parents
get a divorce. They acknowledged that it occurs to a largenumber of children. They know many people in their social
network who have been victimized (including themselves) or who
have children who have teen victimized (Finkelhcr," 1982). Yetthey dc nct put this knowledge or concern into action. Faced
with their own children, they avoid the subject.

The most direct way to find out why people do not talk totheir children about sexual abuse is to ask them. So we asked
them. When we did this in our pretesting, we found that certainanswers came up again and again. So in the larger survey these
were the main answers we gave the parents in the full survey tochoose from. lhcse answers along with the number of parents in
our survey who chose them, are shown in Table 7.

It is apparent from Table 7 that parents have many excusesfor, not talking about sexual abuse. They say it is a difficult
subject to discuss. They said they did not wish to frightentheir child. Some saw their child as being in little danger of
being abused. Scne said the child was still too young ,to talkabout the subject. Several of these explanations deserve some
more detailed discussion.

glidA-in Little Unger-

It is logical for parents to see no need to discuss a danger
with a child if they honestly believe the child is very unlikely
to encounter such a danger. And 559E of the parents whc did nottalk to their child said just that: they felt there was little
danger that their child would be abused. When we ran a
discriminant aralysis or the parents who did and did not talk,
this was the question above all others that was most effective in
distinguishing between the twc groups. Apparently a great many
parents do not see their children as being in any danger, and as
a result decline tc talk tc them abcut the problem.
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Certainly this would suggest the need to raise the level ofpublic knowledge about the prevalence cf the problem. But what
is surprising about this idea is that from other data in thesurvey we would have said that public alarm is already quitehigh. For example, when we asked parents to estimate low oftenthey thought sexual abuse occurred, over 501 of the parents said
it occurred to one girl in 10 or more. When we asked themwhether they knew scuecne whc had ever been abused, 411 said yes.Sexual abuse was prevalent in their environment. The parentsknew that.

However, it is one thing to acknowledge that children ingeneral are at risk to sexual abuse and another tc acknowledge
that the danger extends tc your own child. people often maintaina false sense of security about unpleasant events by believingthat they only happen to other people. For example, 611 of our
parents believed they lived in a neighborhood that was safer than
average in terms cf their child's risk of being sexually abused.Only 4% said they thought that their neighborhood was mcredangerous than average. Obviously parents minimize the danger ofsexual abuse to their own children even in the face of knowledge
that sexual abuse is prevalent.

Fear of Frightening the Child.

Many of the parents, and many professionals, point out thatsexual abuse is a hard topic to raise because it can easily and
unnecessarily frighten a child. What adult is eager tc give thechild the disturbing news that there are people in the world whowish to do him or her harm. But the comparison with kidnappingis instructive. Almost all the parents had talked to theirchildren about kidnapping. It is hard to imagine that a child'sconception of kidnapping could be any less frightening than theirconception of sexual abuse. To give chidren the idea thatsomeone may try tc take them away from their family and not let
them see their family again seems a far scarier thing than tc letchildren know that there are people in the world who may try totouch. their sex organs. Especially to a young child with arather vague conception cf sex but a rather distinct and alarmingconception of separation, kidnapping would seem like a far mcrepotent fear tc plant it a child's mind. The irony is thatkidnapping is a relatively rare event, yet parents warn theirchildren about it in great numbers. Michael Agopian estimates
25,000 children are kidnapped in this country every year, andthat most of these are children kidnapped their own parents in
the course of custody disputes. The number of children kidnapped
by strangers is probably only measured in a few hundreds.

In contrast to kidnapping, sexual abuse is measured inhundreds cf thousands of children every year. If even 10% of all
children are sexually victimized during their childhood land allcurrent surveys indicate that the figure is probably higher then
this), then given about 20 million children under the ace cf 16we would expect over a hundred thousand victimizations in thecourse of any year. Sexual abuse occurs much mcre frequently
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neglect to discuss with their children a wide variety of sex
related subjects such as contraception, intercourse, venereal
disease, sasturtaticr and sc fcrth (Foberts, II al., 191E). One
obvious reason wky sexual abuse may be more difficult to talk
about than kidnapping is the fact that kidnapping does not
involve sex.

However, we were surprised to find in our survey cf parentsthat sexual abuse was rut jest harder to talk about than
kidnapping, it was apparently harder tc talk about that a wide
assortment of ctber sexual subjects. Parents in our survey
talked about homosexuality, intercourse and even abcrticn more
frequently that they did about sexual abuse. Cnly contraception
was a subject more difficult to discuss. So sexual abuse may be
even acre difficult tc talk about than other sexual subjects.

However, before we theorize about why sexual abuse might be
sore difficult tc talk abctt than homosexuality, we should hasten
to say that our findings on this matter do not agree with the
Roberts 11,91. study, the one ether research that surveyed
Vs rents discussions with children on .a variety of sexual issues.
In that Cleveland study, parents apparently fcund it easierto
talk with their children about "molestation" than about such
subjects, as abortion, homosexuality, masturbation and
intercourse. Nevertheless, all sexual topics are hard for
parents to discuss, and sexual abuse may be cne cf the harder
ones.

Parents have a hard time talking about sex for a Lumber of
reasons. For ore thing, parents often feel they' lack the
knowledge, vocabulary and practice to speak about sexual matters
comfortably. Ile,/ fear embarrassing themselves in front of
children by appearing to be ignorant, tongue-tied cr ccrfused.

Secondly, sexual topics usually trigger many strong
emotional feelings for parents. They may remind parents of
sexual emtarrassnerts from their own life. They may provoke
feelings about sexual dissatisfactions or disappointments that
still concern them tcday. Parents may be aware of the fact that
they are confused about certain issues of sexual values -- like
the advisability cf premarital sex. And they are aware that
discussions of sex may call upon then to talk about their own
experience or give opinions about these troublesome issues.
Since discussions of sex seem like such an emotional minefield,
many Parents choose to skirt this territory entirely.

Moreover, children often collaborate in the avoidance of
sexual discussions. It is not lust that childrer sense parents
reticence and entaxrassmert. Children, too, learn early the
culture's paradoxical message about sex: it is bad tc appear to
be interested it sex, but it is also bad to appear to be ignorant
of it. To talk with parents about sex otter implies bcth that
one is interested Jr sex, but also that one lacks knowledge. So
they not only avoid bringing up sex with parents, they scaetiaes
resist even when tke parent takes the initiative.
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Discussions of sexual abuse do not really need-.tc beconcerned with a great deal of sexual information, something mostparents don't realize. A parent can tell childrer that theyshould not let at older person put his hands in their pants, orplay with his private parts, without a lengthy discussion aboutsex. Parents can also tell children that their body is their ownand they have a right not to be touched in ways that make themfeel uncomfortable cr bad. This tcc does not require a lengthydiscussion of other sexual matters.

However, it is undoubtedly true that the more sexualinformation a child has, the better protected they are againstsexual abuse. Just a few warnings about "hands in the pants"without a more general context in which to make sense cf this naybe of limited help. But since there are probably some parentswho will never be able to have very complete discussions aboutsex with childrer, it is better that they be able to give themsome warnings about sexual abuse rather than none at all.

What many parerts may apparently need in order to giveinformation about such sensitive subjects as sexual abuse aresome easy formulas, possibly like this "hands in the pants"warning. This may have been part of what parents tad in mindwhen they responded sc readily to the answer that it "just hadnot occurred to them to talk about the subject" (see Table 7).We suspect that cre reason why kidnapping receives such universalcomment from parents, for example, is that such formulas do existon this subject, for example: "don't get into a car with astranger", "don't take candy from a stranger", etc. Ile formulasof this sort give parents a specific and limited message to passon to their children. Although parents may have imagined thatsuch formulas were pictectirg their child against sexual abuse,we now know that this is not the case. Obviously some newformulas need tc he popularized tc help parents broach thesubject.

CCNCLESICV

In spite of some surprising knowledgeability about theproblem cf sexual abuse, it would appear from our Eoston surveythat parents are doing a very poor job of communicating withtheir children about it. This is a serious failure. We knowthat child sexual abuse is a large scale problem that will tcuchthe lives of nary children. If we have any ambition to reducethe toll of the problem, we must begin tc insure that childrenget better instruction about what sexual abuse is and how toavoid it.

From talking tc cur Boston parents, it would appear that anumber of steps may be useful in helping parents tc do this.First cf all, parerts need tc be impressed with the seriousnessand the immediacy of the problem. Although they areknowledgeable about it, it nay still be too easy for them torelegate it to a dusty corner of their awareness. In particular,they need to be persuaded that their own child could be

15
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victimized. In spite of their knowledge, parents seemed tc be
relatively comnlacent, doubting that abuse would occur to their
child or in their own neighborhood. Iowever, they said that one
of thehings that cost motivated them to talk with their
children was hearing about abuse that had occurred tc scuecne
else in their neigItcrhocd or extended social network. Moreover,
the parents with the best records of talking with their children
were those whc had been victimized themselves. These are theparents who really are familiar with the risk, so tiey dc not
leave the matter tc chance.

Another strategy that needs to te pursued is tc help parentsto Creak througl their Persistent reticence about bringing up
sexual matters sith their children. Although it may be only a
second best annicach, parents can be taught to give warnings
about sexual victimization that do nct require thea tc engage
their children it elaborate discussions of sex. As scme parents
are persuaded that education about sexual abuse can be done prior
to and separate fncu general sex education, they may do more of
it. Cne thing that will assist them a great deal in tlis task is
if Educators nrcside naments with Simply remembered formula
phrases and contexts through which they can provide -warnings
about sexual atuse. These formulas may be a good vehicle for
getting help to children even from tle cost sexually inhibited
parents.

Ultimately, the responsibility for Educating childrean aboutthe problem cf sexual abuse will have to be shared by other
people outside the family, as well. In this regard, it is
encouraging tc note from the survey that parents seem to be very
willing to accept help. There was a very widespread support
among the Bcstcr nazents for the schools providing information on
sexual abuse to children. This support has teem also recognized
by Educators whc lave gore into schools with specially formulated
programs dealing with the problem. In spite of these successes,
relatively few school systems have made a conscious effort to
insert education about sexual abuse into their curriculum. Those
concerned about the nroblea should intersify their efforts to get
schools to help.. It will probably take a concerted effort cm the,
part cf chile welfare professionals, parents, schools, and even
the media to ,ring about tle changes necessary tc insure that
children wet sufficient and acctrate information about the
problem of sexual abuse and how to avoid it.
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Table 1. Difficult SUbjects Parents
Had Discussed With Their Child

%
Subject Discussed

(N=517)

Death
92

Kidnapping 87
Pregnancy and birth 84
Drugs

81
Mental Illness 66
Homosexuality 44
Sexual Intercourse
Suicide

36
Abortion 33
Sexual Abuse 29
Birth Control

26

Table 2. Discussing Sexual Abuse With Child

(N=521)

Respondent discussed directly 29
Respondent discussed indirectly 31
Some other person discussed 11

Table 3. Reasons for First Discussion About Sexual Abuse

Reason % Parents Citing
(N=146)

Story appearing on radio,
TV, newspaper

51
Something happening to another

child
48Decided time had come 70Child spending more time alone 19

18
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Table 4. Subjects Menticned in Discussion of'Sexual Abuse

% Parents Citing
Subject (N=147)

Someone tempting child
with rewards 86

Someone luring child
into car 96

Someone taking child away 84
Someone trying to remove

child's clothes 65
Someone touching child's

sex organs 80
Someone exhibiting their sex organs
to child 74

Table 5. Perpetrators Mentioned in Discussion
Of Sexual Abuse

Person

% Parents Citing
Spontaneously With Prompting

(N=148) (N=148)

Strangers 77 97
Adults child knows 21 53
Other children 14 44
Family members 7 22

Table 6. Instructions to Child in Case of Sexual Abuse

Action

% of Parents Citing
Spontaneously With Prompting

(N=148) (N=148)

Run Away 69 91
Tell Parent 49 98
Tell Someone Else 29 77
Fight Back 16 45
Came Home 4
Scream 7
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Table 7. Attitudes Ptout Talking Atout Sexual Atuse
Among Tellers and Ncn-Tellers

Attitude

1. Ycur child is tcc
young to really
understand abcrt
sexual abuse

2. There is little
actual danger that
your child will to
sexually abused

3. Ycu are concerted
that discussions of
sexual abuse car f
frighten your child
unnecessarily

4. Sexual abuse is a
difficult subject
to talk about with
a child

5. It has lust not
occurred to ycu tc
talk to your child
about sexual abuse

6. Your child does not
wart to talk abcrt
the sublet of sexual
abuse

1 Agreeing
Tellers Ncn-Tellers
(N=146) (N=359) Sig

16 44 ***

21 55 ***

31 56 4**

61 74 4*

4 65 4**

35 37 1c. S.

**chi-square: r<.(1

2t)


